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The Final Coordinate, Book 3 in The Coordinate series - an Ebook Tops Best Seller - Has
Arrived!!!It has been three months since Logan and Emma escaped the battle in the Hidden
City, but the fight for survival has just begun. Supay has destroyed Vanirya, and Earth is next,
unless they can find the Leyandermál, the most powerful weapon in the universe, before
Supay, or anyone else, does.They will first need to find Isa, who holds the key to locating the
Leyandermál, but she is lost in time with Annika. Logan and Emma will have to search
throughout history to find her, unraveling the clues left behind in humanity’s past, but their
search will not be easy. Not everyone wants them to succeed, while others are sinisterly
counting on it.Join Emma and Logan as they race against time to save humanity and each
other, in The Final Coordinate, the thrilling conclusion to The Coordinate series, where failure
may be the only option…
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FlightIsa and Annika carefully navigated down an icy hill, heading for the partially snow-
covered, partially grass-covered Icelandic highlands nestled in between two mountain ranges.
There was a 50’ deep river gorge ahead of them that jaggedly wove through the highlands as
far as the eye could see in either direction. Spanning the river gorge was a path of ice forming
a natural bridge suitable for crossing. A gust of wind whipped ice and snow off the ground,
smacking their faces and reddening their already frigid cheeks.“It is the cold winds of the North
Atlantic battling the subarctic winds of the Norwegian Sea,” commented Annika in Russian to
her young Vaniryan friend, Isa, with whom she was lost in time in a foreign land.Isa, using her
Vaniryan telepathic abilities to comprehend Annika’s words and communicate back in Russian,
replied, “Isa does not know who is winning the battle of winds, but Isa knows who is not.” Isa



raised her forearm to shield her face from another prickly gust.Fortunately, both their bodies
remained warm in the thick brown outfits they’d been wearing since they escaped through the
portal in Qelios’ compound amid the battle in the Hidden City. That seemed like forever ago,
now. They worried about the outcome of that battle and what might have become of their
friends.“The strong winds blowing off the ocean is actually a good sign. It means we are close,”
said Annika.“Close to a way home for Isa?” asked the young Vaniryan, who looked barely 11-
years old. Although given how long Vaniryans lived, Annika knew it was possible she was
considerably older than that.“No, but we’re near the western coastline,” answered Annika,
turning sideways to side-step down the icy slope as it got steeper to avoid falling.Following suit,
Isa turned sideways and asked again, “And then Isa and Annika will find a way home
there?”Annika shook her head. “To be honest, I don’t know what we’ll find when we get
there.”“Will Annika’s kind be there?”Annika chuckled. “You are just full of questions today.
Iceland’s biggest cities like Reykjavik, at least in the time I come from, are on the country’s
southern and western coasts. I’m just hoping someone lives there, an early settlement, a small
village, something.”“If people are there, will they be able to help Isa and Annika go home?”
asked Isa, enduringly hopeful and unaware that her home had been destroyed by Supay
shortly after their escape.“No.” Annika knew they had been lost at least 800-years in the past
based on when the Vaniryan star – TYC 129-75-1 - went supernova, long before an inkling of
the technology needed to generate a portal back to Vanirya existed.Confused, Isa replied, “Isa
does not understand. If people cannot help, why does Annika want to find people?”“It is just an
idea I have. Maybe there is still a way they can help us, some way we can get a message back
to—”Annika was interrupted by the sound of horse hooves clopping on ice and approaching
footsteps.“Someone is coming,” said Annika.“Has the Hunt found Isa and Annika already?”“No,
I don’t think that’s it,” replied Annika. Gazing at Isa’s circular alien face, golden-white hair, silver-
white skin, six-fingered hands, tiny mouth, missing nose and two perfectly round white eyes
with radiating blue pupils, Annika was worried about how those approaching might react to Isa.
“You have to hide!” she urged as the sounds drew nearer. Annika spotted some large boulders
off in the distance. “Hurry, quick, hide over there!”“It is too far,” responded Isa, as the sound of
horses and footsteps approaching were getting closer. “There is no time, and Isa will not leave
Annika alone.”“But Isa—”Isa closed her eyes and focused. In a flash, the energy inside her
started swirling, quickly consuming her in a swath of bright light while her energy rapidly
reconstituted itself to replicate the energy signature of another human Isa had once touched:
Emma. It was over quickly. Annika could hardly believe her eyes, but suddenly standing before
her was a sweet looking 11-year-old version of Emma, green eyes, slightly pudgy youthful face,
and long-blond hair.“How in the world? You look like—”Annika didn’t have time to finish
marveling over Isa’s transformation as a horde of marauders came crashing over the hill’s peak
and down the slope to investigate the strangers traversing their lands. The rugged marauders,
wearing tattered skins, rough-fitted boots and carrying medieval weapons, ran up to them. A
few rode on horseback.The men gathered behind their chieftain, a bushy, blond-bearded man
clad in chain mail armor and wearing a helmet. The chieftain sat atop a majestic fjord horse,
light tan in color, with a long thick white mane, a strong, arched neck, sturdy legs, and a
compact, muscular body. The clan banged their weapons together to intimidate Isa and
Annika.With one hand on the hilt of his large sword, the chieftain stared down at Annika and
asked her in an unfamiliar language, “Hverjir eru þeir sem brjóta á jörðum okkar?” [“Who are
the trespassers upon our land?”]Annika, who did not speak the language, didn’t understand
what he was asking, although Isa, with her Vaniryan abilities, did. Annika remained silent,
unsure how to respond, while Isa said nothing.Angered by Annika’s silence, the chieftain yelled



at her. “Kona, þú ert óskynsamur að hunsa mig. Hafa þeir þegar klippt tunguna út eins og ég
ætla að gera ef þú talar ekki?” [“Woman, you are unwise to ignore me! Have they already cut
out your tongue like I will do if you do so again?”] Annika continued to hesitate, so the chieftain
drew his sword.Isa stepped in front of Annika, standing nose to nose with the fjord horse, sort
of, since the horse towered over her. She addressed the chieftain, “Mor er forvirret og lider av
den kalde isen og snøen. Vær så snill, ikke skad henne, hun er uvel.’ [“Mother is confused,
suffering from the cold, ice and snow. Please do not hurt her, she is unwell.”]The chieftain
cackled out-loud, followed by his men. “Þá er móðir þín veik og heimskuleg að láta barn tala
fyrir hana.” [“Your mother is weak and foolish to let a child speak for her.”] His men banged their
weapons together approvingly.Isa replied, “Fyrirgefðu móður. Móðir þýðir ekki að
móðga.” [“Please forgive mother. Mother does not mean to offend.”] Isa took Annika’s hand and
began telepathically explaining to her what was going on.The chieftain was not sympathetic.
“Það getur engin fyrirgefning verið fyrir móður sem myndi yfirgefa heimili sitt með barni og flýja
inn á láglendi þrátt fyrir að vera ekki nógu vel til að sjá barnið á öruggan hátt í gegnum ferðina.
Móðir þín er grimm og ótrú, og við refsum grimmt og ótrú.” [“We cannot forgive a mother who
abandons her home with her master’s child and escapes into the highlands despite not being
well enough to see the child safely through the journey. Your mother is cruel and disloyal, and
we punish the cruel and disloyal.”]Isa began tugging urgently at Annika’s hand to suggest that it
was about time to run.Seeing Isa’s urging, and somewhat amused by it, the chieftain
dismounted his fjord horse. He was a big man, heavy enough that his landing on the ice made
a crunching boom. He took a commanding step forward and aggressively clutched Isa’s hair,
pulling her head toward him. Annika tried grabbing his arm to pull it away but the chieftain
swiftly swung his free, iron-knuckle-covered right fist at Annika. He dealt a harsh blow to the left
side of her face that drove her down into the snow, breaking her nose and fracturing her
cheekbone. Her nose immediately started gushing blood.“Nei!” [“No!”] cried Isa.The chieftain
screamed, “Heimsk kona!” [“Stupid woman!”] and threw Isa to the ground in Annika’s direction.
Isa helped Annika get back to her feet.The chieftain raised his sword for all to see and
announced, “Stúlkan hefur stríðsanda. Við munum taka barnið aftur og gera hana að okkar
eigin. Drepa konuna!” [“The girl has a warrior spirit! We will take the child back and make her
our own. Kill the woman!”]The chieftain reached out to grab Isa again, but this time, Isa did not
stand idly by. She looked at the fjord horse and caused her alien eyes to flare a bright blue
color, spooking the horse. The horse neighed and reared up, knocking the chieftain over and
causing his men to jump backwards. Startled, all the other horses reared up, too, and together
with the fjord horse, started running wild among the men, knocking them over or forcing them
to scramble out of the way, before the horses eventually galloped away uphill. Meanwhile,
during the commotion, Isa and Annika had taken off downhill.“Náðu þeim! Dreptu þá
báða!” [“Get them! Kill them both!”] hollered the chieftain, prompting his men to chase after
them.“To the river, over the ice bridge!” screamed Annika, blood flowing out of her nose.The
chieftain’s men pursued them but Isa and Annika reached the river gorge and ice bridge first.
The bridge, which was nothing more than a build-up of ice rising 50’ above the water’s surface,
did not entirely stop the river’s flow. It had several breaks in it that allowed water from upriver to
squeeze through downriver. As they crossed the natural bridge, the horde continued to gain
ground.“We have to do something, we cannot run forever,” uttered Annika after they reached
the far end of the bridge, worried that the men would pursue unrelentingly until catching them.
Annika, for one, was not sure how much longer she could keep it up. To her dismay, Isa
stopped dead in her tracks near the end of the bridge. Stunned, Annika shouted, “What are you
doing? Come on, we have to go!”Isa fixed her stance in the middle of the ice pass, glaring at



the rushing mob. For a moment, she hesitated, wondering if she should, but then, she just
exploded, unleashing a blast of blue energy from her fingertips directed at the ice pass,
obliterating the ice in front of her. The ice bridge blew apart!Some ice chunks flew toward the
chieftain and his men, striking several. Other chunks plunged into the river below. The break in
the bridge extended 100 feet out from Isa’s toes. Two of the chieftain’s men caught near the
end of the broken ice fell helplessly into the fast-flowing waters. Given the weight of their armor,
they quickly sank below the surface and the river whisked them away.Isa stood there, resolute
in her decision. They had deserved it, she told herself. The chieftain slowly stepped up to the
other end of the shattered ice pass, not wanting to inadvertently fall over the unstable edge. If
the loss of his men bothered him, it didn’t show. Rather, he stared at Isa, bewildered, angry
and intrigued by what he had just witnessed. Isa stared back at him with a defiant gaze that
conveyed a clear message: do not ever try to hurt Annika or Isa again.Isa turned around and
walked toward Annika, who had a relieved smile on her face even though her left eye was
already swollen shut and her cheek black and blue. Isa grinned back.“Come on, let’s get out of
here before they find another way around,” said Annika.Chapter 2 – NightmaresEmma sat in a
chair on an apartment balcony overlooking a jagged river gorge. She could see her breath in
the early morning air of Borgarnes, a coastal town an hour north of Iceland’s capital, Reykjavik.
Even though it was 7 a.m., in the late winter, sunlight was still scarce with only a few beams
peeking over the horizon. Emma had come to enjoy the early morning serenity over the last
few months that they had been there. It gave her a chance to think, and lately, she found
herself out on the balcony before dawn more often than not.Logan, who had just woken up,
joined her outside in the chilly morning air. “Good morning,” he said, squeezing through the
sticky sliding glass door.“Hi,” responded Emma without turning around.“Aren’t you cold?” he
asked, himself wearing a sweatshirt and jeans but still feeling the chill.Emma shrugged her
shoulders. “A little.”Logan sat down in a chair beside her. “How long have you been out
here?”“A few hours.”“A few hours?”“I couldn’t sleep.”“You had another nightmare, didn’t you?”
asked Logan, worried about her.“Logan, I saw him again.”“Was it the same dream?”“Mostly, but
this time, I saw the end…”“What do you mean?”Her voice quivering, Emma whispered, “I saw
it…”"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�Supay, his hulking form dressed in all black and his radiating blue eyes staring at Emma,
slowly approached her. She stood her ground among the shattered ruins of the Hidden City
just after the battle, surrounded by lifeless Vaniryan bodies, broken ice structures, and a few
surviving Remnants. Supay glared at her, gestured to the dead and screamed in a booming
voice, “See what you have done?!”“You did this, not me!” Emma yelled back.Supay sneered at
her. “Naïve of you to discount the role you’ve played in their fate, and soon, of the entire
planet.”“You do not have to destroy Vanirya!” pleaded Emma.“If only you had come with me, I
would have spared them.”“You still can. Please, don’t—”“What is done cannot be
undone.”“Then I will travel to the past to stop you!” retorted Emma.Supay cackled at her
conviction. “You are too late. It is already your future.”He snapped his fingers and vanished.
Immediately, the partially broken ice ceiling that covered the Hidden City completely collapsed
around Emma, revealing the pale-purple Vaniryan sky in its entirety. Emma could see Supay’s
massive starship hovering in low orbit. Next, she watched in horror as it fired its fusion cannon
at the Vaniryan sun before disappearing into the stars.“No!!!!!!” she screamed, but there was
nothing she could do. She witnessed the blast strike the star, resulting in a terrifying explosion
followed by a haunting boom. Remnants started screaming and running for their lives when
they saw it, but there was nowhere for them to run, nowhere to hide. In seconds, the exploding
star engulfed the entire planet, obliterating Vanirya, Emma and all the remaining Vaniryans
along with it…"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�A tear rolled down Emma’s check. “And that’s when I woke up. It seemed so



After that, I couldn’t shut my brain off. I couldn’t stop thinking about it, or him, or about how
things might’ve gone differently if I’d just gone with him...”“Em, you have to stop doing this to
yourself,” urged Logan, blowing into his hands to keep warm.“That’s easy for you to say. I’m the
one that made the choice, not you. And when I did, they all died.” The guilt Emma was feeling
from what happened to Vanirya after she, Logan and the others escaped the battle in the
Hidden City was getting worse.Logan shook his head. “You had no way of knowing what Supay
would do.”“He told me exactly what he would do and I didn’t listen. I chose to save myself.”“Em,
he would have done it regardless.”Emma snapped back, “You don’t know that!”“I know that you
shouldn’t keep blaming yourself!”“I’m sorry. You’re right, I know. It’s just… I can’t shake the
feeling that I made the wrong choice.”Logan took a deep breath and replied, “You can’t keep
second-guessing yourself… you can’t stop making decisions.”“And what if my next decision
gets you killed, or all of us?” countered Emma.“Em, even good decisions have consequences.
That’s life, and we have to live it.” Before Emma could respond, Logan’s text-message chime
went off on his phone inside the apartment. Logan didn’t move.“Don’t you want to see who it
is?” asked Emma, using the text message as an excuse to end the conversation. Logan knew
it, too, but he didn’t want to keep pushing her. She was having a hard time right now, and he
knew the demons she was fighting weren’t going to be defeated overnight or in one
conversation.“Yeah,” he replied, standing up and heading back inside.After he disappeared,
Emma got up and approached the balcony railing. Leaning against it and looking out at the
horizon with the tip of the sun now visible, she reprimanded herself, “Come on, Emma, snap
out of it.” She knew she had to before her emotions ate Logan alive. She’d been hard on him
the last few months and she could tell it was taking a toll on him. A few seconds later, he came
back.“Who texted you?”“Dr. Arenot… they’re on the way over.”“When?”They heard a knock at
the apartment door.“Now,” answered Logan.“Already? I thought we weren’t leaving for another
half hour,” blurted Emma.“I guess they’re anxious to get to Reykholt,” replied Logan, walking
back inside to get the door.Emma followed him in and before he could open it, insisted, “At
least let me get out of my PJ’s!”Once she disappeared into the bedroom, Logan opened the
door to greet Professor Jill Quimbey and Dr. Jonas Arenot. The former Harvard professors,
now Pegasus mission specialists, came in.“Where’s Emma?” asked Professor Quimbey.“Still
getting ready. You guys are early.”“Yeah, well, your coffee machine works better than ours,”
responded Dr. Arenot, heading right for it.That morning, they had planned to drive to Snorri
Sturluson’s former home in Reykholt, located in a mountain valley about an hour east. There,
Sturluson had built a fort-like farm compound. It was one of a handful of properties owned by
the Icelandic poet, historian, and politician in the 13th century, but the best known because it
was where Sturluson wrote his famous Prose Edda and where Hákon IV, King of Norway, had
seventy men ambush and assassinate him.They were researching Sturluson because he had
authored the Final Journey of the Vanir poem that contained the clues which, several months
earlier, had enabled Logan and Dr. Arenot to find Emma and Professor Quimbey in the Hidden
City on Vanirya. He had also written about the ‘Vanir gods’ in his Prose Edda. Needless to say,
they had a lot of questions for Sturluson, including about the message he left behind for them
to find, and what had become of Isa and Annika, who presumably met Sturluson after going
through the portal and being lost in Iceland 800+ years ago. And if they were going to find Isa,
assuming she was still alive, they had to start with Sturluson.Thus, while in Iceland, they had
spent the last few months scouring national museums, libraries and archives in Reykholt,
Bessastaðir, Reykjavík, Stafholt and Borgarnes, studying documents written by or discussing
Sturluson. They had also spent time at the Snorrastofa Research Center in Reykholt which
focused on the medieval period in general, but Sturluson in particular. Although they had



turned over every stone and examined every word of Sturluson’s writings looking for clues,
along with the help of think-tank experts back in the States, they were no closer to finding an
answer than when they first arrived in Iceland.After a few minutes, Emma emerged from the
bedroom dressed in a long black coat, jeans and black boots. “Ready to go find some
answers?” she asked, sounding more upbeat than a few minutes earlier.“Optimism… brilliant,”
replied Professor Quimbey.“At least someone is,” said Dr. Arenot, now armed with a cup of
caffeine.“Why wouldn’t I be?” questioned Emma. “Going back to the underground tunnel where
the king’s men murdered Snorri Sturluson, to investigate a historical crime scene? I wouldn’t
miss it.”Logan was amused. “You and your love for crime scenes.”“You know me,” replied
Emma, grinning.“You really think that innkeeper where we had dinner the other night was on to
something?” questioned Dr. Arenot.Emma replied, “You heard him. He said there’s a marking
on a fieldstone in that tunnel which we obviously missed the first time around… a small
doodle.”“Doodling that might’ve been left behind by a kid on a field trip,” said Dr.
Arenot.Professor Quimbey rolled her eyes. “Jonas, sack your pessimism, will you?”“But don’t
you think we’d already know if there was something significant in there?” responded Dr. Arenot.
“Since we got to Iceland, we’ve read everything there is to know about Sturluson. Surely
someone would have written about it if it was important.”“If there was something significant in
there, sure, but maybe not if there was something more subtle, like doodles on rocks,”
countered Emma.“For there to be something there no one has written about, and for us to have
missed it the first time around, it would have to be really subtle,” replied Dr. Arenot.“Well, subtle
is what we do best,” said Emma, glancing over and smiling at Logan, her partner-in-crime and
love, even if she wasn’t doing a very good job of showing it lately.Dr. Arenot cracked a smile of
his own and replied, “I would be a fool to disagree. I guess we’ll find out soon enough. Captain
Evans and the others should be ready with the cars in a few minutes.”Chapter 3 –
TheoriesPresident Andrew Barrett listened intently to his staff’s morning briefing from behind
his Oval Office desk, anxious for them to finish. He had another meeting scheduled after this
one, and his staff’s highly detailed reports were taking longer than normal, partly because the
president had been out of town for two days.Chief of Staff, Miles Garrison, could tell the
president was getting antsy, so he spoke up. “Gaby, can you prepare a draft of the State Dinner
press release by this afternoon?” he asked White House Press Secretary, Gabriella
Flores.“Yes, of course,” she replied. “I just want to make sure we coordinate the announcement
with the British Ambassador before news of the Queen’s upcoming visit hits the British tabloids.
Remember, they’re six hours ahead of us, so the sooner we get something out the better.”“Why
don’t you come by my office in an hour and we’ll see if we can speed things up,” suggested Mr.
Garrison. Gaby nodded.The president pressed a button on his desk to let his Executive
Secretary, Ms. Woulette, know he was ready for his next meeting. He then said, “And Gaby, be
sure to check with the First Lady, too. Her staff is working up something quite special and may
already have some details for the announcement. I haven’t seen the First Lady this excited
about a State Dinner since I took office. It’s safe to say she’s looking forward to having dinner
with the Queen far more than she ever does with me.”Mr. Garrison replied, “Can you blame her,
Mr. President? Talking work over every meal for the last thirty years, it’s probably quite
exhilarating having dinner with you.”Mr. Garrison’s casual relationship with the president, his
lifelong friend, always confused the staff who never knew how to respond to the banter. But not
the president. He knew exactly how… “Coming from someone who hasn’t had a meal without
cable news on in the background since college, I’m quite sure–”“I’m quite sure you are both
peaches to dine with,” interjected Ms. Woulette, who had just opened the Oval Office door. “You
two are like two peas in a pod. Mr. President, General Covington and Director Orson are ready



and we’ve got General Nemond on video.”“Alright everybody, we’ll finish this up in our
afternoon briefing. If something comes up before then, let Miles know,” said the president.The
president’s entire staff exited the Oval Office except for Mr. Garrison. In came the venerable
General Warren Thomas Covington, and intensely wired National Security Agency Director,
Sue Orson. Ms. Woulette closed the doors behind them.The president got up from behind his
desk to relocate to the couches in front of the Oval Office fireplace, which were separated by
an elongated glass coffee table. The Seal of the President of the United States was visible
below the coffee table on the carpet. General Covington and Director Orson sat down on one
couch, and the president and Mr. Garrison sat on the other. The president pressed a button on
a remote and the video screen above the fireplace turned on, showing the commanding officer
of Pegasus West and Area 51, General Bernard Nemond, from his office in Nevada. The
Pegasus Project’s leadership was fully assembled.“Good morning everyone,” said the
president. Looking at General Nemond in the video screen, he added, “Although quite a bit
earlier for you, General.”“Yes, sir,” replied General Nemond with an amused smirk. Located in
Nevada, he was used to the three-hour time difference and pre-dawn meetings.Getting right to
it, the president asked, “Any progress in Iceland?”“No sir, the team hasn’t found anything new,”
replied General Covington. “They continue to run through academic and archival options, and
still have a few more places to visit.”“When are they going back to the Sturluson property to
investigate the marking in the tunnel the local told them about?” asked the president.“As a
matter of fact, they’re doing that today,” answered General Covington.“Good,” said the
president. “How about our group in Arlington, have they turned up anything new?”“Nothing,”
said Covington.Frustrated, the president uttered, “We’re running out of time.”“Mr. President, I
recommend bringing the team home in two weeks if they don’t find something new by then,”
advised NSA Director Orson.“Why?” asked the president. “I thought Iceland was the key to this
whole thing. Is there a concern?”“No sir, I just thought with Supay still out there—”“We haven’t
seen any sign of Supay, have we?” inquired General Nemond through the video screen.“No,”
replied Director Orson, “but it’s just a matter of time…”“Or not,” interjected the president.“True,
sir, but we know Supay can change his appearance, so we can’t say for sure whether he’s here
or not,” Orson responded.“If he is, then why hasn’t he done something?” asked General
Nemond.“Because the timing isn’t right,” conjectured Director Orson.“I’m not following,” said
General Nemond.“That makes two of us,” chimed in the president.Director Orson tried to
explain. “It’s just a working theory, but we believe Supay won’t risk upsetting the timeline of
events that led to his discovery of Emma and Earth.”The president thought about it. “But Supay
would not be going into the past to change something that has already happened. Any actions
he takes today would only change the present.”“For all Supay knows, what needs to happen
hasn’t happened yet, Mr. President,” said Director Orson. “The only reason Supay knows what
he does is because Mr. West and Dr. Arenot solved the clues left behind in Snorri Sturluson’s
Final Journey of the Vanir poem. If they don’t do that and find their way to Supay’s home
planet, Supay never learns about Ms. James or Earth, and until Supay knows for sure how and
when those clues got into the Final Journey of the Vanir and how and when West and Arenot
discovered them, he’s not going to risk altering the time continuum for any of those
events.”“So…he can’t change the past without risking changing his present?”“That’s right, Mr.
President,” replied Director Orson. “If he changes even one small thing anywhere along the
timeline, that could change everything.”“So, he’ll only attack from this point in our timeline,
then,” surmised the president.“Or at some point in the future, but yes, that’s what our best
minds think,” Orson responded. “At least, that’s the theory, that until he’s absolutely certain how
and when all of the events that led to his discovery occurred, he won’t make a move.”“But isn’t



it clear to all of us that the alien Issor and Russian scientist Annika are the ones who left those
clues behind?” asked the president, continuing, “Ms. James told us that those two escaped the
ambush inside Qelios’ compound by going through a portal to Iceland.”General Covington
nodded. “Yes, Mr. President, that is the assumption we’re all operating under, but it is also our
understanding from Captain Evans, Ms. James and Professor Quimbey that Supay doesn’t
know about Isa and Annika because they disappeared into the portal before Supay
arrived.”The president thought about it and said, “Then once Supay learns about Isa and
Annika, and discovers how West and Arenot solved the Final Journey of the Vanir —”“Time’s
up,” declared the general.“That’s why we have to use the technology underneath Area 51 to go
back in time and take out Supay preemptively!” declared Director Orson. “We can’t be reactive
on this one, waiting for Supay to bring the fight to us. We can go back to the battle in the
Hidden City better prepared this time, or go back in time to Chersky before the explosion
occurs, and we can save American soldiers in the process!”“We are not playing god, Sue,”
chastised the president. “We have no idea what could happen if we do that. Using the Vaniryan
technology to change the past is not an option for all the reasons we just talked about. We
could change our own history, cause Supay to attack Earth 800-years earlier when the world is
hardly capable of defending itself, or who knows what else. It’s too risky.”“Mr. President, with all
due respect, everything we do is risky at this point,” replied Director Orson. “We’re all just
assuming that because Issor is a Vaniryan trapped on Earth, that she’s the Missing Remnant
or that she’s on our side. But how do we know Issor isn’t one of Supay’s spies and that she
didn’t pose as a cute little alien to infiltrate that tree village on Vanirya where Evans, James
and Quimbey found her?”“Do you really think that this Issor is our enemy?” questioned the
president.“I’m just saying we have a whole team out there right now looking for her, when none
of us knows for sure who she is or what will happen when they find her, Mr. President. If it’s
true that Supay can change shape, then for all we know, Issor could actually be Supay lying-in
wait.”“You could be right, Sue,” said President Barrett, “but, I think we have to trust our team’s
instincts on this one. I don’t know about anyone else, but if this Issor is still alive, I’d feel a lot
better finding her before Supay does and taking our chances.”“And the second we find her, that
might just be the moment it becomes too late for all of us,” lamented Director Orson.Moderately
frustrated with Director Orson, but also cognizant of her concerns, the president replied, “Are
you suggesting we stop looking for her?”“No, of course not.”“Then exactly what are you
suggesting?”“If you don’t want to go back in time, sir, I understand, but let’s at least use the
Vaniryan pyramid and send a strike team through the portal to Supay’s home world. We still
have an opportunity to defeat Supay before it’s too late!”The president shook his head. “And
risk starting a galactic war we can’t possibly win? It’s a suicide mission, Sue.”“The men are
prepared for that,” insisted Director Orson. “This could be our only shot to stop Supay before it’s
too late.”“No, it’s too dangerous, and the implications too unpredictable,” replied the president to
Orson, who continued to push back...“Let’s at least consider sending in a reconnaissance team
to gather as much intel as we can on Supay, to perform a visual observation of his ground and
air activities, resources, technology, troop preparation, and report back. I know this is not a
typical recon mission, sir, and we don’t know exactly what they’ll find, but any intel a recon
team can glean from Supay’s home world could be useful. We don’t know our enemy, sir. I think
we owe it to ourselves to learn all we can, if possible.”After thinking about it, the president
responded, “Okay Sue, prepare a plan for a mission to Supay’s home planet. Surveillance only,
nothing more. Have the team combat ready, but only if engaged, understood?”“Yes sir,” replied
Director Orson, pleased with the president’s decision. “Sir, I’d also like to recommend bringing
Captain Velasquez back from Iceland to lead the recon team. He’s seen Supay, his soldiers,



fighter ships and weapons in action during the rescue mission to Vanirya. He already knows
what he’s dealing with. Every little advantage might help keep the team safe on the
mission.”The president agreed. “Call him back. Speaking of combat, Warren, what’s the status
of the new weapons we’ve been working on using the weapons the team brought back with
them from Vanirya?”General Covington replied, “Mr. President, I will let General Nemond
answer that since he’s closer to the research taking place at Area 51.”General Nemond jumped
in. “Mr. President, we’re definitely making progress. We have two oversized laser cannon
prototypes in testing on the USS Roosevelt. We’re having a harder time replicating the hand-
held weapons the team brought back with them, but we’re close to testing.”“Intel is reporting
that the Russians already started testing their hand-helds yesterday, and that they’re using our
own weapon prototype,” said Director Orson.“Damn it!” snapped the president. “How is that
possible? We need to figure out where the information leak is coming from and fast! Is that
clear?”“Yes, sir,” said everyone.“What about the Russian science team, what do they have to
say about it?” asked the president.“They’ve stopped communicating with us,” replied General
Nemond. “Minister Menputyn has severed communications.”“Menputyn’s angry about the
Chersky incident and doesn’t believe our team’s story about what happened to the three
Russian scientists who ended up on Vanirya with Evans, James and Quimbey,” added Director
Orson.“What does he think happened, that we executed them all on Vanirya?” questioned the
president.“He certainly believes Captain Evans was capable of that, sir,” responded General
Covington. “It’s pretty clear that Menputyn intends to do everything in his power to find the
Missing Remnant, who supposedly knows the location of the most powerful weapon in the
universe, the Leyandermál, on his own. And after he finds the Leyandermál, he plans to use it
to defeat Supay, and then—”“—to take over the rest of the world,” interrupted the president.
“Menputyn can’t do this by himself. Supay is bigger than his geo-political aspirations. He knows
that, right?” asked the president rhetorically.“You’ve told him multiple times, sir,” responded
General Covington.“Not enough, it seems. Find the leak, and in the meantime, let’s hope the
team in Iceland gets somewhere,” said the president. “Finding the Leyandermál before Supay,
and apparently, before Menputyn, is our best hope, and when we do, let’s pray Ms. James or
her alien friend Issor can make some sense of it, whatever it is. Right now, it seems like they
are the only ones who can.”Everyone nodded in agreement.The president concluded, “Alright
everyone, that’s it for now. Sue, get me the reconnaissance plan by the end of the day.”“Yes,
sir.”Chapter 4 – A Better TruthIsa and Annika navigated a grass-covered rolling hill with
interspersed patches of snow, the fifth such hill they had come across in the last hour alone.
They were following a path that led down a slope into a mountain valley. Several days had
passed since their hostile encounter with the chieftain and his men. The entire left side of
Annika’s face was battered, swollen, and black and blue, from her left eye down to her mouth.
Annika’s face looked every bit as bad as she felt. Feeling horrible for her friend, Isa leaned over
to pick up some snow from a snowy patch and handed it to her. The two sat down for a
moment.“Thank you,” replied Annika, holding the snow up to her face to soothe the pain. She
needed medical attention, although what that looked like in whatever century they were in was
entirely unclear to her. Looking downhill with her one good eye, Annika spotted several
structures up ahead, along with grazing fields, horses, cattle, pens filled with smaller animals,
and people walking about. An outer wall enclosed the entire property, but it’s gates were
presently wide open. “Do you see that?” asked Annika.Isa glanced where Annika was looking
and saw it also. “What is that place?”Annika replied, “It looks like a farm, but a whole lot
bigger.”“Maybe farm can help Annika,” said Isa.Annika held the snow up to her puffy face. “Let’s
hope so. Maybe we can rest there, too.”“And eat? Isa is also hungry. Is it a place for such



things?”“I don’t know what that place is, but we have to get help somewhere,” said Annika, just
then noticing that there were even more structures located at the back of the property. The
additional structures were made of wooden columns and planks supporting a high pointed
wood roof, perhaps living quarters for those working the land, and were built in a bowed
manner giving them the shape of upside-down boats.Isa helped Annika up and they resumed
walking. As they approached the farm at the valley’s bottom, they left the patches of ice and
snow behind in favor of long grass. Their approach did not attract much attention at first, not
even when they walked through the outer gates. After all, the arrival of an unarmed woman and
her young child did not concern anyone. Encountering no resistance, they continued down the
middle of the property, passing grazing fields and fence enclosures, pens and cages, cattle,
horses, pigs, sheep, goats, hens, geese and ducks.As they neared the main house, a
groundskeeper finally intercepted them and asked, “Hvers vegna nálgast þú lögmanninn? Ertu
með viðskipti hérna?” [“What business do you have here at the Lawspeaker’s home?”]Isa
responded, “Móðir þarfnast hjálpar. Móðir er sár.” [“Mother needs help. Mother is hurt.”]The
groundskeeper, although taking note of the brutal blow to Annika’s face, didn’t seem interested
in helping them. “Þetta er ekki staður lyfja.” [“This is not a place of medicine.”]A loud voice
came from behind the groundskeeper, “Ó bull, Jorgg! Við munum aðstoða þeim sem þurfa
hjálp.” [“Oh nonsense, Jorgg! We shall assist those who require help.”] A large, tall and round
man with a broad gray beard that matched his full head of long, unkempt graying hair,
approached them. He immediately noticed Annika’s bludgeoned face.Jorgg the groundskeeper
stepped back. “Yes, Lawspeaker, my apologies,” he said in Old Icelandic.“Please, Isa and
Annika need a place to rest,” pleaded Isa, continuing to speak in the Lawspeaker’s language.
“And food and care for mother’s injury, please.”Annika looked badly hurt and Isa, a child,
appeared harmless. Spurred by sympathy rather than suspicion, the Lawspeaker instructed
Jorgg, “Bring them inside and escort them to the guest hall. Hallveig will know what to do.” The
Lawspeaker turned around and walked off to the side of the main house, presumably to look
for Hallveig.Jorgg started guiding them toward the main house.Isa quietly said to Annika, “The
Lawspeaker-man means to help.”Jorgg guided them through an arched bronze doorway into
the main house, and into a hall with elaborately carved wooden benches.“Wait here,” he
said.Isa and Annika sat on the benches, and studied their new surroundings. A row of wood
posts ran the length of the hall in order to support a pointed roof. There was an unlit fire pit in
the middle. Oil lamps illuminated the hall and decorative weapons and animal skins covered
the walls. The hall’s design and décor suggested it might be a place for meetings and
gatherings.“I’m no expert in Icelandic history, but whoever this Lawspeaker is, he is no
commoner,” remarked Annika.After a short wait, the Lawspeaker entered the hall with a
woman. They walked right up to their guests.“Oh dear,” said the woman in Old Icelandic upon
seeing Annika’s face. She reached out to touch it. Annika flinched since even the slightest
touch hurt.The Lawspeaker reprimanded the woman. “Hallveig, be gentle.” Now addressing
Annika and Isa, he added, “Please forgive my wife, she lacks the touch of Iceland’s finest
healers.”In real-time, Isa telepathically relayed translations to Annika so she could understand
what was being said.“Rubbish, Snorri! I have healed every wound of yours that you have ever
presented me. Be kind with your words, or I shall turn your next wound sour,” snapped
Hallveig.Proud of his wife’s feistiness, and with a bellowing laugh, he said, “Hallveig is a strong
woman. She has an entire country and this Lawspeaker afraid of her words.”“Respect for my
words is not fear,” replied Hallveig, who continued to examine Annika’s face.“Aye, this is so,”
conceded Snorri.Into the hall wandered a white goose with a long neck and legs. It had clearly
escaped its enclosure. After seeing them all, the goose extended its neck and let out a nasal



honking sound, talking to the humans.“You do not belong here, feathered friend, unless you
wish to become dinner,” responded Snorri. As if the goose understood him, it quickly turned
around and waddled out of the hall.“There is always a strong-willed one no enclosure can
contain,” remarked the Lawspeaker. He returned his attention to his guests and studied
Annika’s battered face. “Who did this to you?” he asked.At this point, Isa helped Annika answer
in Icelandic. With poor pronunciation and slowly, Annika responded, “I do not speak your
language well, but men two days north from here attacked us… near the jagged river.”“Ah,
Kurgandur,” said Snorri, familiar with the chieftain’s violent claim of rule over that part of the
highlands. “Kurgandur had agreed to leave those lands.”“Kurgandur has not,” uttered the 11-
year-old voice of Isa.“And who are you, child?” asked the Lawspeaker.“Manners, Lawspeaker,”
criticized Hallveig.“Yes, my apology. Manners are always to be true and first. I am Snorri
Sturluson of the Sturlungar family and this is my wife, Hallveig of Ormsdottir. And now, I should
like to have your names.”“Isa,” piped up the Vaniryan.“Annika,” replied the Russian scientist,
intuiting the question.“Of what surname? Of what family?” questioned Sturluson.Isa thought
about it and came up with the first names that popped into her head. “Isa and Annika of the
Jaans family from Jaannos.”“I have not heard of such a family. Where is this Jaannos?”
questioned the Lawspeaker.Isa fed the words to Annika so she could respond, “It is very far
away, in a place called Vanirya… Russia.” Annika had ad-libbed the word ‘Russia,’ trying to add
a measure of credibility to her response, but forgetting that, at that time in history, her
homeland was not yet called Russia. Rather, it was called Kievan Rus’ from the 9th to mid-13th
centuries and Grand Duchy of Vladimir for several centuries after that.“The Jaans family from
Jaannos of Vanirya, Russia? It is all unknown to me,” replied Sturluson, skeptical and
suspicious. He did not like being lied to.Hallveig saved them, for the time being. “Snorri, there
will be time enough later to educate your geography. It is time now to help our guests with their
injuries and provide them with clean clothes and a place to rest. We can discuss the remainder
over dinner, which I will invite them to if you do not. Manners are always to be true and
first.”“Yes, of course. My Hallveig is wise and truthful in speaking up to me at times. Few are.
She will take you to a guest room, help you clean up, give you fresh clothes and tend to your
wounds. You are welcome to stay here tonight, and I shall enjoy your company as my guests at
dinner.”“Thank you, Lawspeaker,” said Annika with the help of Isa.The Lawspeaker nodded and
turned to depart the hall, hurrying off to attend to another matter. He left the two of them alone
with Hallveig.“Follow me,” instructed Hallveig.They left the hall and Hallveig briefly spoke to a
woman who appeared to be a servant. Hallveig then led them to another room with wooden
shelves, a wood table, and animal-skin covered benches. There were bottles of liquids and
ointments on the shelves, torn rags, blades, rudimentary scissors, and a jug of water on the
table. She sat Annika down on the bench and Isa sat beside her. Hallveig grabbed a cloth,
poured some water on it, and began cleaning Annika’s face, trying not to hurt her.“You are not
the first to run afoul of Kurgandur, for he himself is foul. And when one is foul, it is hard to
expect a fair result,” said Hallveig, continuing to wipe down Annika’s skin. A silver necklace with
a dangling cross-hatched symbol made of gold, hung around Hallveig’s neck.Hallveig stood
back up and turned to fetch a bottle on an upper shelf. She appeared to know what she was
doing.“Hallveig’s necklace is very pretty,” commented Isa, who had a liking for
necklaces.“Thank you, Lady Isa,” replied Hallveig. “Do you like jewelry?”“Yes,” Isa replied.“Do
they have much jewelry where you come from?” inquired Hallveig, surprised, knowing that
jewelry was reserved for the elite, and the two of them looked anything but that.“Some,” replied
Isa, even though the only jewelry she had ever seen before was the heart shaped pendant
necklace Emma wore on Vanirya.“Perhaps we can make some jewelry for you,” suggested



Hallveig. “You can tell me what you like, and we can forge it together.” Isa smiled while Hallveig
reached for a blade and cloth.Annika squirmed, concerned Hallveig was about to use the blade
on her face, and worried about the risk of infection from an unsterilized medieval blade. But
Hallveig instead used it to cut off a small piece of cloth only. Subsequently, she dipped the
smaller cloth into a bottle of liquid.Relieved, and with Isa’s help, Annika asked, “What is that
liquid?”“It is the Haförn ointment made from angel root, thyme, powdered nettle root and
ground Haförn claw. I obtained it from an apothecary in Álftanes.”“What is Haförn?” asked
Isa.“The Haförn is a white-tailed eagle,” replied Hallveig.“What does Haförn ointment do?”
wondered Isa on Annika’s behalf, and curious herself.“It will chase away the bad blood to
reduce swelling and draw the body’s good blood to the surface for healing,” answered
Hallveig.At that point, Annika just nodded. She was willing to try anything. Her face was killing
her. She had no idea how many broken bones she had, so whatever Hallveig was proposing to
do, she was up for it. She closed her eyes and allowed Hallveig to apply the ointment.Hallveig
dipped her cloth into the bottle and generously applied the ointment to Annika’s face. At first,
the liquid burned profusely, but soon the burn turned into a pulsating cool. Annika could feel
her swollen skin tighten, as if the ointment itself was sucking the blood out of her skin. Hallveig
applied multiple layers of the ointment.“There, that should be enough for now. We will apply
more later. Let’s go to your room and get you both changed. Then, you can rest until
dinner.”“Thank you,” replied Annika with the utmost sincerity, already starting to feel
better.Hallveig led them to a guest room. The simple space had two thatch-covered benches
built into the wall, a wood table, clean clothes, rags to wash up, and a jug of water.“Hallveig, we
do not know how to thank you. You have been so kind,” said Annika with Isa’s
assistance.Hallveig responded, “Only because it was the will of the Lawspeaker, but at dinner
tonight, you will tell the Lawspeaker who you really are and where you are from. I have traveled
Iceland and over the sea to the Norwegian Realm. I have never heard of your family or the
places you claim to come from. Snorri was right to question your words, especially with the
clan feuds worsening, and spies infiltrating our lands. I rescued you from his questions earlier,
but I will not do so again. You would be wise not to trifle with Snorri or he will return you to
Kurgandur for your reckoning, or I will ask him to.”Hallveig abruptly turned and left. Annika and
Isa fell back into their thatched beds for rest, although they doubted they would get much. They
had until dinner to come up with a better truth.Chapter 5 – Where the Geese Don’t FlyA loud
explosion woke Isa up. She heard screaming. She crawled out of bed to see what was
happening. When she stepped outside, she saw laser fire raining down from above and
invaders swarming her village on the ground and in ships, picking off Remnants left and right.
One blast from a hovering craft severed her forest village’s largest tree at the base. Isa
watched in horror as the multi-hundred-foot-tall tree toppled over, taking out other trees and
branches along the way before crashing on top of fleeing Remnants, crushing them.Panicked,
Isa scanned the scene for her parents, but all she saw was the Hunt—which consisted of
Supay’s Dokalfar warriors wearing all-black metallic suits with faceless, spiked helmets—
rounding up Remnants, throwing them face down on the ground beside one another and
pointing laser guns at their backs. That’s when she spotted her parents, Mae and Andu, lying
on their stomachs near the middle of the captive group.She screamed and broke forward to
help them. One stride in, a large Vaniryan man snatched her up and covered her mouth to
keep her quiet. Isa, being but a small toddler, didn’t have the strength to fight back. Not yet,
anyway. The man dragged her behind a tree.Isa tried to wriggle free. The man squeezed her
and said, “What are you trying to do, get yourself killed?”Isa, frightened and desperate to help
her parents, again tried to break free from the man’s grasp. She let loose a small blast of blue



energy from her hands. The man fell backward, shocked by the power of the tiny girl who
barely looked old enough to walk. Isa began to run but the man grabbed her ankle and pulled
her back in.“Child, there is nothing you can do! I am Lassar, a friend of your village. You
sprinting into that fray will help no one. We need to get you out of here.”Suddenly, a ship with
bright lights dropped through the overhead tree cover, breaking branches on its way down. It
landed on the forest floor. A ramp lowered and out of the ship walked a tall, threatening-looking
Vaniryan with a crooked face dressed in all black, looking menacing.“Are there any others?”
asked the black-clad Vaniryan while surveying the prisoners.“Yes, Supay. We are rounding
them up,” responded one of his Dokalfar.“Good,” Supay replied. Looking at the prisoners lying
face down, Supay demanded, “Tell me, where is the Missing Remnant who legend says will
one day defeat me? Tell me and we can all find out together if it is true.”No one responded
because they didn’t know. Supay pointed at one of the prisoners and searched his mind with
his advanced telepathic abilities. After finding nothing, he shot a blast of energy from his
fingertip, blowing a wide hole clear through the prisoner’s back, instantly killing him. The
prisoner’s back kept disintegrating even after he was dead, as Supay’s destructive energy
continued to eat through his lifeless body.Isa started to cry but Lassar again covered her mouth
to prevent her from giving away their cover.“Still, no one talks?” asked Supay. He turned over
another Remnant, this time a woman, so he could look into her frightened gaze.“The Missing
Remnant will kill you someday,” the woman uttered, her voice quivering in anger and
fear.Supay cocked his head, seemingly pitying her, a momentary pause that gave her a split
second of hope before he pointed his finger at her stomach and shot her in the midsection with
his energy beam, killing her just like the first prisoner.“Why do all Remnants believe in an
empty legend?” shouted Supay.“If it is an empty legend, why do you search for it?” questioned
another captured Remnant. It was Isa’s mother, Mae. “You search for it because it frightens
you!”Supay scoffed. He spun Mae over so he could see her face. When Isa realized who Supay
was talking to, she cried, “Mother,” and began shaking uncontrollably.Supay replied to Mae,
“Your faith in stories foretold by the stars exposes you all for the fools that you are. I search for
the Leyandermál whose secret the Missing Remnant guards, nothing more. I will find it with or
without your help and spare all who aid me.”“You will find no help here,” uttered Mae.“So be it.”
Supay pointed his finger and shot her in the chest, killing her.Isa wanted to scream but
couldn’t, not just because Lassar was still covering her mouth, but because, in that moment,
Isa’s voice died with her mother. Isa’s father, Andu, lunged for Supay but Supay’s henchmen
gunned him down before he got close. Andu fell lifeless next to Mae. Supay was done. “Gather
the rest and bring them up to the ship for interrogation and extermination. If anyone tries to
escape, disintegrate them.”“Yes, Supay,” replied his Dokalfar warriors.Supay’s Dokalfar began
loading prisoners onto transports and searching for any uncaptured Remnants. Lassar grabbed
Isa’s hand and took off. Three of Supay’s Dokalfar spotted and pursued them. Lassar and Isa
raced for a Tree Gate a hundred paces away. It was how Lassar had come to Isa’s village from
Jaannos to deliver a message. Now, it was how he planned to escape with Isa back into the
forest on Vanirya.When they reached the Tree Gate, Lassar turned his laser gun to maximum
power and set it to self-destruct. He laid it down just outside the tree’s entrance, and ushered
Isa into the tree. Isa could hear Lassar’s weapon revving up to detonation and Supay’s Hunt
getting closer. Fortunately, just before the gun exploded, the green energy of the tree flared
and absorbed them, sending them elsewhere in the forest. Supay’s Dokalfar reached the tree
right when the gun detonated, obliterating the base of the tree, destroying the Tree Gate and
killing Supay’s Dokalfar in the process."�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�"�“Wake up,” said Annika, nudging a whimpering Isa.
fell fast asleep. It’s time to go.”Isa sat up, still shaken by her nightmare. It was one that haunted



her regularly. Brushing it off, she responded, “It is dinner already?”“Yes, Hallveig is waiting for
us in the hallway. Are you okay? It sounded like you were having a bad dream.”“Yes, Isa have
bad night story.” She pulled herself together, got up and followed Annika out of the room.
Hallveig was waiting for them, and she brought them into the dining hall.Meat, fowl, berries,
wild greens, nuts and grains were sprawled out over a long, wooden communal table, along
with jugs of ale. Oil lamps and a lit fire pit similar to the one in the guest hall, brightened the
room. Servants were busy cooking meat over the fire pit’s open flames and bringing the cooked
food to the table. The Lawspeaker was already eating and drinking when his guests arrived.Isa
and Annika sat on the bench across the table from Snorri, and Hallveig sat beside him. At first,
the Lawspeaker kept eating, ignoring their arrival, but that soon changed after a few additional
mouthfuls.“Welcome to our nightly feast,” said Snorri, while Isa continued translating for Annika
in real-time. Proud of his robustly packed table, Snorri bragged, “Looks like nothing you see on
your slabs back home, eh?”Annika hesitated after Isa translated for her, sensing there was a
more nuanced question in Sturluson’s words. She shook her head.“It is beautiful food,”
complimented Isa.“What is the food like back home?” asked Snorri, subtly trying to find out
where they were from just as Hallveig suggested he would.Annika responded with Isa’s
assistance, “Meats, fish, potatoes, carrots, eggs, salted herring…”The Lawspeaker picked up
one large chunk of red meat and hand-tossed it in front of Annika. It made a thud when it
landed. She queasily eyed its undercooked, bloody appearance.“It is the back meat of the
powerful ísbjörn, a rare treat in Iceland when it comes, drifting the oceans aboard ice floes
from the northern seas,” explained Snorri.A white bear, Isa conveyed to Annika telepathically. A
polar bear, Annika realized.Snorri stared at Annika and explained further, “It is a powerful
beast. It took four men to conquer this champion. Often, it takes more as men do not always
win the battle hunting this formidable prize.”“Oh,” replied Annika, saddened more for the polar
bear than for the men who lost.“You must taste,” Snorri urged her.His words had the sound of a
test. Not wanting to offend her host, Annika picked up the ísbjörn with her bare hands and bit
into the least rare section of meat she could find. Still, a healthy amount of meat juice sprayed
out of it, at least, that’s what she hoped it was. The meat was incredibly tough and chewy.“You
can still feel the raw power of the beast when you eat it, fighting you to the bitter end all the
way down,” remarked Snorri. “Much like the rumor the winds of Nj�·&@ have carried to my ears of
the raw power in the highlands two days ago that fought off Kurgandur’s men to the bitter end.”
Annika and Isa froze. The Lawspeaker appeared to know what had happened in the
highlands.The Lawspeaker looked at Annika’s bruised face, which already appeared less
swollen due to the Haförn ointment, and asked her, “You said it was Kurgandur who did that to
you?”Annika apprehensively replied, “Of what power do you refer—”“The power of two witches
roaming the highlands capable of breaking the ice, freeing the dark spirits of Helheim to rise up
through the breakage and conquer Midgard. Are you the women Nj�·&I s winds refer to? Answer
me!”Snorri snapped his fingers and a half-dozen farmhands armed with swords and axes
rushed into the dining hall. The Lawspeaker stood up, impatiently awaiting a response.After Isa
and Annika telepathically consulted, Annika replied with Isa’s help, pausing after each
sentence, “Lawspeaker, there is as much truth in that rumor as fantasy… It is expected
Kurgandur would exaggerate the cause of his defeat, for that is the true rumor he fears the
winds of Nj�·&@ carrying throughout the land... We do not deny we are the women of the
embellished rumor but we are no witches... My broken face is not the face of a powerful
witch.”Snorri thought about it and responded, “We shall see. Innocents do not lie when asked
who they are and where they come from.”The Lawspeaker motioned and two of his men
stepped forward and grabbed Annika’s left arm. A third shoved an oil-lamp with a large opening



at the top in front of her. Snorri’s men forced Annika’s left hand into the lamp’s burning flame.
Annika screamed as her fingers burned but Snorri’s men held her still.“Enough,” ordered Snorri
after a few more seconds, satisfied with the pain he saw on Annika’s face and the scorching of
her fingers that she wasn’t a witch.One of Snorri’s other men brought Annika a small box filled
with snow collected from the hills. Annika, fighting tears, immediately thrust her burned fingers
into the icebox.Following another discreet signal, Snorri’s men next grabbed Isa’s left arm and
brought the oil lamp close. Isa did everything she could not to use her powers because she
knew that would only worsen their situation. She screamed when Snorri’s men shoved her
fingers into the flames.“Snorri, stop this!” shouted Hallveig.“Stop!” instructed Snorri, and his
men immediately pulled Isa’s hand out a split second after exposing her fingers to the flames.
Isa buried her hand in the icebox next to Annika’s.“Snorri, enough of this nonsense. They are
not witches. They never are!” snapped Hallveig, tired of the ritualistic test that had never once
confirmed a witch.“Lawspeaker, we are friends, I assure you,” insisted Annika, wincing from the
pain of burnt flesh even with her hand buried in ice. “We ask only for your help. Please.”Snorri
remained unconvinced. “Whether Kurgandur’s rumor is embellished or not, you have lied to
me.”“Isa and Annika wish privacy,” said Isa, looking around at Snorri’s men.Snorri, who was not
used to negotiating with children, even his own, thought about it. There was something unusual
about Isa, although he couldn’t quite put his finger on it. He agreed to Isa’s request and told his
men and the cooks around the fire pit to leave.Once the room was clear, the Lawspeaker, still
worried about what portion of the Kurgandur rumor was true, walked over to a wall and
removed a battle axe which had been hung there for decoration. He returned to the table. He
had no intention of sitting with the two strangers unarmed, not until he was absolutely sure
what the truth was.“You have your wish, girl, and now I shall have mine. Tell me where you are
from or you shall know Odin’s wrath.”Isa explained. “The Hunt sought to capture Isa and Annika
in a battle in the Hidden City for the one who would bring death to all. Isa and Annika escaped
to this land, but now, are lost with no way home.”“And where is this Hidden City?” asked
Snorri.“Far away on Vanirya,” replied Isa.Snorri grumbled and his face turned red in frustration.
“Our Viking ancestors have sailed the oceans of this world, to all the lands where geese can
fly, and I know of no place called Vanirya. I questioned you of this when you first said it and yet
you persist.”“That is because Vanirya is far away where Lawspeaker’s ships cannot sail and
geese cannot fly,” replied Isa.Snorri seemed irked but slightly more intrigued. “You continue to
confound with riddles to protect your secret, but you would be wise to trust me.”“Isa and Annika
have been running from death too long,” said Isa, again proving to be more self-assured than
any child Snorri had ever dealt with before. She continued, “Isa and Annika wish to stop
running, but can only trust Snorri if Snorri will trust Isa and Annika.”“Now you challenge my
honor, child? Do you know who I am? I am the twice elected Lawspeaker of all of Iceland. I
have the ear of kings in Norway, Sweden and Denmark and am the chieftain of these lands
from Reykjavik to Reykholt. I do not see that you have a choice but to trust me.” He tightened
his grip around his battle axe.“Neither honor nor axe will stop the Hunt or the death that Supay
brings,” said Isa.All of a sudden, Annika realized something after hearing Isa’s concerns about
Supay coming for them. She recalled the myth she had learned on Vanirya about how the
Missing Remnant hides in the stars, in the past, or in the future. And she recalled their
conclusion in the tree sanctuary of Jaannos that the Missing Remnant hid on Earth according
to the Scroll of the Va, which showed where the Missing Remnant had fled. Annika, knowing
Isa was a Remnant from Vanirya, suddenly made the connection: Isa might be the Missing
Remnant that Supay was after.With Isa’s help, Annika explained, “Lawspeaker, our secret does
not just protect our own lives; it protects the lives of many worlds… of the entire known



universe.”“If secret escapes, the monsters will come,” interjected Isa. Whether it was
coincidental or not, the flames in the fire pit surged to new heights when she said it.“Hel must
be listening,” remarked Snorri, referring to the god of the underworld. For all of Snorri’s rise to
power as Lawspeaker of Iceland, as ambassador to the kings of Norway, Sweden and
Denmark, and as a feared chieftain, Sturluson was also a poet and historian who deeply
believed in mythology. And at that moment, he was right in the middle of his greatest historical
achievement of all, an epic writing that incorporated mythology, called the Prose Edda. If ever
there was a believing ear for Isa’s and Annika’s stories about monsters and powerful beings
capable of causing death, Snorri Sturluson’s was it. He believed in such things, just like he
believed in witches.“If you will swear to protect our secret and help us, we will show you where
we come from,” said Annika, silently agreeing with Isa that if they were going to trust anyone
and stop running, Sturluson seemed as good a choice as any to guard their secret and keep
them safe from harm given his powerful status. Plus, Annika thought he might be able to help
them in other ways.“Show me? How?” asked a cynical Sturluson.“You must pledge to do this,
please,” said Annika.Sturluson, who was also a lawyer, understood the art of making deals and
the importance of doing so if he wanted to get something in return, so he agreed, “Aye, this I
will do, and Hallveig, too.”Annika stood up and pulled her hand out of the icebox. After doing so,
her burnt hand began feeling like it was on fire again. With her voice cracking in discomfort,
she said to Snorri, “We must go outdoors,” and to Isa, she said in her mind, ‘and you must be
prepared to show him.’Snorri, unsure what he was getting into, led them outside. He pushed
open the door and walked out, followed by Isa, Annika and Hallveig. Hallveig said to Annika
when she passed her, “I hope you know what you are doing. I warned you not to trifle with the
Lawspeaker. He will not hesitate.”The four of them stood alone under a starry night, staring up
at the brilliance of the heavens in 13th century Iceland. Annika looked for the constellation
Orion the Hunter, and specifically, for the star Betelgeuse which served as the back right
shoulder of Orion.Annika, an astronomer who had been working on the Roscosmos space
program’s top-secret project using the U.S.’s stolen Pegasus technology before the Chersky
accident, knew the location of TYC 129-75-1 well: slightly below and to the left of Betelgeuse.
While Supay had already blown up the star at the end of the Battle in the Hidden City, that
event would not be seen on Earth for another 800 years. Thus, in the middle ages, TYC
129-75-1 remained as visible as ever.Annika spotted Betelgeuse and then, the faint light of
TYC 129-75-1. Now, it was time for her to explain it to Sturluson. Although she was not a
historian, while studying astronomy at Russia’s top space university, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow,
Annika had studied constellations and knew that Orion the Hunter was a Greek constellation
that did not exist in Scandinavian lore. But Orion’s Belt – consisting of Alnitak, Alnilam and
Mintaka - did, and it was referred to as “Friggerock” or “Frigg’s Distaff.”Alnitak was the star
associated with the bottom left of Orion’s Belt, and there was a direct constellation line that
connected Alnitak with Betelgeuse at the back right shoulder of Orion:While Annika did not
know what the Norse called Alnitak, she knew how to direct Sturluson to it. With Isa feeding her
words, Annika explained, “Locate the bottom left star of Friggerock.” Once he did, from there,
she guided him up to Betelgeuse which wasn’t difficult because it was the brightest star in that
section of the night sky.“Now, just below and to the left of the bright star is Vanirya,” said
Annika, having done all she could to convince him. The rest was up to Isa.At first, Sturluson
remained skeptical, saying, “I see the star, but not the truth,” but then he looked down and saw
Isa’s glowing blue eyes. He swept Hallveig behind him using his left arm, and held up his battle
axe in his right hand. “You are a witch, after all!” shouted Snorri.“Isa is a child, Lawspeaker. She
is no witch,” replied Annika.“What is she then, a creature of Aurvandil’s making?” he asked,



referring to the Nordic god of stars.“Isa will not harm Snorri,” said Isa, and in that moment, she
changed form. A bright white light consumed her body until she finished changing back to her
beautiful Vaniryan appearance.As the aura of light dissipated, and Isa’s golden-white form
stood before him, Snorri uttered, “Oh, the god of stars, Aurvandil! You are a light-being from
another heaven above our own!”“As I said before, we are friends, Lawspeaker,” assured
Annika, “and can protect you from your enemies, if you will help us.” Annika got down on her
knees to ensure Sturluson understood the magnitude of the commitment they were willing to
make, and Isa did the same, looking up at the Lawspeaker with her oversized, round radiating
blue eyes on her nose-less face. “We beg of you to take us in. We do not want to run anymore,”
said Annika.“So is the Kurgandur rumor true, little girl, that you have the power to melt and
destroy the ice on command?” Sturluson asked Isa.“Yes. Isa promises to protect Snorri and
Hallveig from enemies if Snorri will help protect Isa and Annika’s secret.”Looking into Isa’s
hopeful eyes, Sturluson finally saw a truth he could trust, a sincerity in the girl’s alien gaze that
brought him calm. “I will do what I can as the winds of the highlands already carry the rumor
throughout the land.” Looking at Annika, Snorri was curious, “And you, are you of true form or
are you also of the heavens?”With Isa’s assistance, Annika replied, “I am human just like you,
born somewhere far away from here where your ships have not yet traveled.”Sturluson
appeared regretful. “Please forgive me for burning your hands,” he said to Isa and Annika. “I did
not know, and what we do not know drives fear in these lands. I am sorry to have given in to it.
Hallveig, can you please bring the snigill ointment for their burns?”Hallveig nodded and
departed to retrieve the snail gel, which reduced blistering and eased pain from burns due to
the unique combination of antioxidants, antiseptic, anesthetic, anti-irritant and anti-
inflammatory properties in snail slime.Isa slowly rose and approached the Lawspeaker. She
touched his gray, bushy beard and replied, “It is fair. Lawspeaker did not know. And Isa and
Annika did not know to trust, either.”Snorri gently took Isa’s hand, bewildered and relieved to
see that none of the six fingers on her alien hand showed evidence of burns. Where once he
was afraid of her, now he was in awe of the light-being. “You are a unique creature of light and
magic from a world high above our eight worlds, from a new realm I did not know existed. You
are a unicorn from the heavens.”“What is a unicorn?” asked Isa.Sturluson replied, “We shall go
back inside, and I will draw you one.”Isa smiled and responded, “And Isa and Annika will
explain the rest of the story to Lawspeaker, because the monsters will come.”Chapter 6 – Just
Scratching the SurfaceThe early morning drive from Borgarnes to Snorri Sturluson’s 800+ year-
old farmhouse in Reykholt took over an hour. Captain Carrie Evans drove their large SUV
through the winding roads of Iceland’s highlands and lowlands, passed snowfields, green
pastures, streams, waterfalls, and wayward sheep, with the same fearlessness that she used to
tackle mountains and enemy forces. A second SUV carrying additional security struggled to
keep up with her.Emma, who was seated upfront beside Captain Evans, held her breath
around one of the sharper turns and commented, “It’s a good thing I didn’t eat before we
left.”“Am I driving too fast for you, James?” asked Captain Evans, mildly amused.“Umm, I’ll be
okay, I think…,” replied Emma, feeling queasy.“Sorry. I’m just used to driving SEALs around.
The boys usually like my fast-paced turns.”“I bet they do. I’m also willing to bet that baby-sitting
us on field trips to libraries, museums and old farmhouses isn’t exactly what you had in mind
when joining the Navy SEALs.”“That’s true, this definitely isn’t what I thought I’d be doing,”
responded Captain Evans with a chuckle, “but I volunteered for this, so…”Emma was curious.
“A year ago, you were climbing mountains around the world, leading search and rescue
missions, commanding recon ops. Isn’t this like—”“Getting demoted from beat cop to desk
cop?” answered Evans, anticipating Emma’s question.“Well, yeah, kind of,” replied Emma.“You



don’t think me driving you all through Iceland is what I signed up for?”Emma shook her head.
“Seriously, you’re one of the first women to ever join the Navy SEALS… you’ve climbed the
tallest mountains on every continent…”“James, after seeing what we saw on Vanirya, the
mountains here on Earth don’t seem so tall or important anymore, if you know what I
mean.”“Uh-huh, but Covington could have assigned a lot of other soldiers to protect us. Why’d
you volunteer?”“I guess I just don’t like leaving things to chance, not with something as critical
as what we’re doing here. I lost my entire team on Peak Pobeda during the Chersky
Mission…”“I know. I’m really sorry.”“Don’t apologize. It wasn’t your fault, and hey, I got you and
Quimbey out of there alive, by dumb luck really. But those boys were my friends, maybe my
only friends… they were family. I owe it to them to see this through. Otherwise, what’d they all
die for?”“I get that. But you know, they’re not your only friends,” assured Emma, gesturing to
herself, Logan and the professors.“I appreciate that, and that’s why I’m here, to make sure
nothing bad happens to you.”“Hey, let’s not think like that, okay?”“James, I’ve seen what’s out
there. So have you. I’m just being realistic, and I’m done losing people I care about. Until Supay
goes down, boring backroads of Iceland or not, this is where I need to be. You’re my mission
now.”“In that case, let’s pick up the pace around these turns,” insisted Emma, suddenly ready to
embrace Captain Evans’ daredevil driving.Captain Evans laughed. “I’ve always liked that about
you, James… once you get wound up, there’s no stopping you. Alright, here we go. Buckle up!”
Captain Evans stepped on the gas and off they went.When they reached Reykholt, a village in
the Reykjadalsá valley of Western Iceland’s Borgarfirði region, the temperate conditions were a
welcome change from the coastal cold of Borgarnes. There was a sign on the side of the road,
visible as they were driving in, which indicated that Reykholt had a population of 60. The sign
immediately after that one provided directions to the local school, church, Sturluson’s home
and the Snorrastofa research center. The small town also had some stores, restaurants, farm
homes, guesthouses, inns, and plenty of grass fields. Most people who worked in Reykholt
commuted in from elsewhere.They parked in the Snorrastofa’s public lot located directly across
the street from Sturluson’s home. The second SUV arrived shortly after and pulled up next to
them. Captain Evans got out and walked over to tell the second group to hang back in the SUV.
After all, everything seemed quiet from where Evans stood, and their destination - Sturluson’s
farm home – was just a few feet away in case they needed help.Unlike most tourist landmarks,
the grounds around Sturluson’s home were freely accessible. Meaning, visitors could walk right
onto the property and up to the house, no tickets needed, no security lines. The only
expectation was for visitors to treat the landmark with care and respect.Emma, Logan,
Professor Quimbey, Dr. Arenot and Captain Evans entered the farm property, which spanned
several sprawling grass hills, and proceeded to their destination: a small geothermal pool far
from the main residence, down a hill at the back of the property. As famous as Sturluson was
for literary, historical and political reasons, he was also famous for his circular, stone pool
dating back to the 10th century. The pool was fed by natural hot springs and was the earliest
known geothermal pool in the country.Early in the morning, steam rose off the pool’s hot water.
On the other side of the geo-pool was a wooden doorway, with an iron-ring door handle, built
into the side of a grassy hill. The door was locked by a chain and padlock. Logan smiled when
he looked at the door in the hill because it reminded him of a hobbit-hole in the Shire, and for
good reason.While studying Sturluson over the last couple months, Logan had learned just
how much the Icelander’s works influenced J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings
books, and how Tolkien had even once said in a debate with close friend C.S. Lewis, author of
The Chronicles of Narnia books, that he’d rather his English students at Oxford read Sturluson
than Shakespeare. Logan was fairly confident that Tolkien conceived his hobbit-holes made



famous in his novels right here staring at the very same door in the hill that they were now
trying to get into.
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